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Summary of Round 1
Welcome back to another season of “Footy for Kicks”,
hope everyone enjoyed a sensation day for round 1 at
Ellenbrook and Brentwood. Thanks to both clubs for
hosting, great work. Disappointing the outcomes of
unacceptable behaviors in Masters Footy by a few
participants ruining the experience for many more.
Please remember in a year when Sponsors are
watching us closely, don’t be the club that affects our
Sponsorship capacity due to poor on field behaviour.

Weekend Stats
Q: How many yellow/red cards were issued in
round 1?
A: 4 Yellow cards and 2 red cards.
Q: How many cards were issued in 2020 ?
A: 17 in total, 15 yellow cards and 2 red cards

AFLMWA has as strong
working partnership with
Optus Stadium. This
allows Special prices with
a code for AFL Masters

Changes at WAFC

WA participants to

Congratulations to Daniel Murphy who will be changing
role within WAFC to Community Development
Specialist, and we welcome a new Board Administrator,
Patrick
Abbott
who
can
be
contacted
on
administrator@aflmasterswa.com.au. Thanks Dan for
your efforts over 12 tough months in WA Footy and
within AFLMWA and welcome Patrick.

undertake discounted

Water Carrier Restrictions
AFLMWA align to other WAFC affiliate competitions,
where you are allowed water carriers, but you must use
your own water bottle at training and games and cannot
share water bottles. Therefore, it is encouraged that
there are no water carriers as this is obviously hard to
manage for the water carrier.
An alternative would be:

tickets for the Optus
Stadium Tours, Halo
Rooftop Tours and the
Aboriginal Cultural Tours.
Please email
chairman@aflmasterswa.c
om.au for the codes. We
thank Nadia and her team
at Optus Stadium

For forwards and backs to take their own water bottles
with them and leave them behind the goals so they can
have a drink while the ball is up the other end if they
need water before the quarter or half time break.

Mid West Carnival

For midfielders they would need to either come off for a
drink or have their own water bottle brought out to them.

Sat 8th May—Geraldton
Expressions of Interest sought,
please contact Effi at midwest@aflmasterswa.com.au

South West Country Carnival
Sunday June 6th, at Busselton Football Club,
Men’s and Women’s games planned, reach out to Mick
Osborn at southwest@aflmasterswa.com.au

Breathtaking experiences at Optus Stadium

